I.
REL English in Terms of Modern Linguistics
REL, a Rapidly Extensible Language System, is an integrated information system operating in conversational interaction with the computer. It is intended for work with large or small data bases by means of highly individualized languages. The architecture of REL is based on theoretical assumptions about human information dynamics [I] , among them the expanding process of conceptualization in working with data, and the idiosyncratic language use of the individual workers.
The result of these assumptions is a system which allows the construction of highly individualized languages which are closely knit with the structure of the data and which can be rapidly extended and augmented with new concepts and structures through a facile definitional capability. The REL language processor is designed to accommodate a variety of languages whose structural charaCteristics may be considerably divergent.
The REL English is one of the languages within the REL system. It is intended to facilitate sophisticated work with computers without the need for mastering programming languages. by it. We use the term "English" in its most ordinary sense, i.e.
we bear in mind the fact that there really is no one English language. Rather, the tern~ English refers to as many idiolects as there are speakers, these idiolects being grouped into dialects.
The REL English is one such dialect. It shares with natural language also the characteristic of being, in its design and functioning, a conglomerate of idiolects, which we call versions.
Thompson's design philosophy of REL [Z] defines the theoretical basis for the assumption of individual, idiolectal approach to the use of information.
REL English as a formal language
The second basic characteristic is that REL English is a formal language. The characteristics of English as a formal language are discussed in an earlier paper [3] . The central thesis of that paper is that English becomes a formal language when the subject matter which it talks about is limited to material whose interrelationships are specifiable ina limited number of precisely structured categories. It is the type of structuration of the subject matter and not the nature of the subject matter itself that produces the necessary limitations. Natural language encompasses a multitude of formal languages and it is the complexities of the memory structures on which natural language can and does operate that account for the complexities, flexibility and richness of natural language. These latter give rise to the notorious problem of ambiguities in natural language analysis.
Arnbiguities
What about ambiguities in REL English? The purpose of I~EL English grammar is to provide a language facilitating work with computers.
It is thus assumed that the language is used for a specific purpose in a specific context. Allowance for ambiguities at the phrase level, with subsequent disambiguition through context, is a powerful mechanism in a language. It is this aspect of ambiguity we wish to include.
Ambiguities, in the general case and in our case, are due to different semantic interpretations (data structuration) arising from different deep structures. Ambiguous constructions are of two main types-(1) those which are structurally ambiguous, e.g. , 'Boston ships" is ambiguous over all relations existing between "Boston" and "ships" (built in Boston, with home port in Boston, In the general case, little is known. In our case, as in most types of computer analysis, interpretation is in terms of the internal forms of organization of the data in memory.
To the extent that the constituents of deep structure can be directly correlated with corresponding structures in the data, semantic analysis, and therefore sentence analysis, can be carried to completion.
It is important to distinguish, in this regard, between two quite distinct though related ways in which language use can be restricted. The first is by the ways in which the data is organized, that is the structural forms used and the interlinkages which are formed for the manipulation of these structures. This type we will call "structural" restrictions. The second is by restrictions of the subject matter, or the universe of discourse; this we will call "discourse" restrictions. When one restricts the universe of discourse to a body of material which is naturally formal or has been formalized, one often tacitly accepts the structural restrictions thus im-I posed.
To the uninitiated, it may appear that it is the discouse limitations and not the implied structural limitations that make the material amenable to machine analysis. However, it is the estab-lishment of relatabilit¥ between deep structural constituents and data structural forms, rather than discourse restrictions that make computer processing of the semantic component possible. Any content area whose data is organized into these given structural forms can be equally efficiently processed by a system establishing such inter r elationship s.
The restrictions on REL English are a function of the first type of restrictions, i.e., structural restrictions. Not all deep structures found in natural English are brought out by our analysis, because constituents of these deep structures do not correspond to structural relations in the organization of our data.
For instance, "collections of boys" and "boys' collections" are considered synonyn~ous, although they are not in English. Consider:
"At the fair, I saw collections of boys. " and "At the fair, I saw boys' collections. "
Finally, a limitation in reverse, as it were, is the fact that we have emphasized the inclusion of grammatical strings rather than attending to strict insistence on grammaticallty.
Organization of the I%EL English grammars
The REL English grammar consists of a syntactic component and a semantic component. The syntactic component consists of a
We are indebted to Norton Greenfeld for many valuable insights and comments as well as for the excellent programming of a large portion of the current English rules. 
Rin G Structure of REL English Data Bases
Since effective communication requires the maximization of information, the structuration of the process must be a compromise between the communicating entities --in our case, the human user and the computer.
Ring structures are a very flexible medium, suitable for the organization of data on which natural language operates and formalized enough to be amenable to manipulation by computer programs.
[6]
The semantic component of REL English, mentioned above, consists of the interpretation part of the rules of grammar.
interpretation rules constitute checks on the ring structures. take as our data base the following environment:
3)
4)
These Let us
There are three ships: l~aru, Pinta and Nina. The relation of location holds between Pinta and Boston, thus, in predicate notation, we can say: location (Pinta, Boston). The symbols 0, 1 and 2 refer to the order in this relationship.
Number relations, such as population, relate a ring to a number: population (Boston, 3205). They exist as links within the respective rings to which they refer. However, the numerical data itself is in the ring to which it applies. Thus one finds a referent to population on the Boston ring; and associated with the referent to population is the data entry.
The structural methods used to handle the time aspects of timerelated data are not discussed in this paper for reasons of space.
Ring structures are also built during analysis of sentences and undone on their completion. Thus in the processing of the sentence: l0
What are the locations of ships?
the semantic transformation associated with the 'N -~ R of N' rule will build a scratch ring of all locations of ships, in the particular case at hand, Boston and New York. This scratch ring will be interrelated to the data base in the same manner as permanent rings and thus will participate in further analysis in a straightforward way.
Upon completion of the analysis and response to the given sentence, the links to this scratch ring and the scratch ring itself will be deleted from other rings of the data base. 
The Verb
We are accustomed to the traditional definition saying that a verb denotes an action or a state: an action is performed by an actor (subject) on an object, a state is a momentarily or permanently frozen action between subjects and objects. Thus, an action, in this inclusive sense, is characterized by (i) the aspect of beginning, ending, duration or momentariness; (Z) by its situation in time, and (3) by referring to subjects and objects. Two groups of verbs may be distinguished: those referring to a relation between subjects and objects, and those which establish a connection between them. The relation expressed by a verb constitutes (and is here referred to as) its 'predicate'; such verbs are called relation verbs. Relation verbs also express temporal aspects of a relation. Typical relation verbs are "arrive" and "leave"; both refer to the relation of 'location';
"arrive" refers to the beginning of the existence of this relation, and "leave" to its ending. For instance, "John left Boston" means that the relation of 'location' existing between John and Boston came to an end. Verbs which express a connection between subjects and objects are referred to as copulas, e.g. "is" in "John is a boy".
The copula itself constitutes the predicate.
Relation Verbs
Each of the four following sentences contains, in surface structure, a different verb.
(1) John arrived in Boston.
(ii) John left Boston.
(iii) John lived in Boston.
(iv) John is residing in Boston.
The underlying structure of these sentences is identical: 'location (John, Boston)', except for the temporal aspect of this relation:
beginning in (i), ending in (ii), momentariness in (iii) and duration in (iv). In REL English, the temporal aspect is denoted by the 'tense character' feature.
Verbs are introduced through language extension. They are defined in terms of a relation and a tense character. The relation must denote an already existing ring structure. Thus, given the relation of "location", the verb "arrive" is defined by: def:arrive:verb (location, 1).
A verb is internally represented as a "verb and (at present) no tense character. The copulas are: "is", "are", "was", "were", and their contracted negatives. For example, the rule 'C -* wasn't' will result in the creation of a verb table with a copula predicate, time equal to past, and the feature of negation.
Verb table modification
The elements of a verb table correspond to the elements of a kernel clause (i. e. one with a single deep structure Phrase-marker).
They are: subject, predicate, object, tense character, and times tl, t 2. The subjects and objects of the kernel may be N (names) and For example, the past tense morpheme and the auxiliary "did" modify t 1 to be past, thus establishing the time interval '0 to now' (i. e. t 1 = 0, t 2 = now); the auxiliary "will" modifies t 2 to be future, thus establishing t 1 = now, t 2 = = ; 3rd person singular and auxiliaries "has" and "does" set the singular feature. (i) V -* N V (rule putting subject on)
(ii) V -* V N (rule putting object on)
These rules also check whether the passive feature is on (set by copulas forming passives), and if it is, rule (i) converts the N into an object; rule (ii) converts the N into a subject; rule (iii) applies only if the passive feature is on and converts the N into a subject.
Number subjects and objects do not participate in the passive trans-formation.
Negation is handled by a feature on the verb table. It is set by rules processing "not" with copulas, both in isolation and contracted, The data is deleted if the verb table has the negative feature set.
There are two restrictions on the above rules: the subject of the verb table in (i) must not be modified; and the predicate of the verb table in (ii) must be a copula.
The structure of the input sentence determines the structural relations to be established between items in the data.
Subordinate clauses modify some item in another clause, or another clause as a whole.
In REL English, clauses of the first type are always relative clauses; they are introduced by the pronouns "who", "which", "that", "whom" and "whose". Clauses modifying other clauses are temporal clauses introduced by "before", "after"
and "when", and result in time modification.
Examples of relative clauses: Verb tables representing relative clauses are completed using the noun which the clause modifies. Thus in (i) the N is used as the subject of the verb table, in (ii) either as subject or object.
In (iii) the N for which the relation R holds is used as subject or object.
Parallel to the above rules are rules with a comma preceding the relative pronoun. However, the rules with commas apply only to post-modified NXs and the comma plays a disambiguating function.
For instance, "parents of boys who left Boston" can be ambiguous;
in our English, the relative clause refers to "boys", while in "parents of boys, who left Boston" the relative clause refers to "parents ".
Examples of temporal clauses: 
•
The result is, obviously, a "yes" answer. The output of rule (ii) is a tense modifier with the time interval t 1 -t 2 -date specified by the subordinate clause.
Quantifie r s
By "quantifiers" we refer to "all", "some", "how where the GE subscript indicates a generated phrase. If the J-phrase is "and", the generator is an "all" generator; if the J-phrase is "or", the generator is a "some" generator. An example is given in figure 8. 
